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SINGLE-PARTICLE CRYO-SPECIMENS
ARE “WEAK PHASE OBJECTS”:

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF
PHASE CONTRAST AND
PHASE PLATES

BACKGROUND:
ELECTRON vs LIGHT MICROSCOPES
• Light and electrons are both waves
• The resolution that is achievable is no
better than λ/2

• Green light λ = 5500 Å
• 300 keV electrons λ = 0.02 Å
• So short that you usually do not have
to think of electrons as waves
• But sometimes it is essential

• Super-localization light microscopy
gets around the wavelengthlimitation
• But still the resolution achieved is
rarely much better than 500 Å

The schematic diagrams
are identical
Other than that electrons
almost always enter from

the top 

THE IMAGE-CONTRAST THAT WE CARE ABOUT
IN CRYO-EM IS CAUSED ALMOST COMPLETELY BY
ELEASTIC SCATTERING OF ELECTRONS
• For the next half hour,
pretend that electrons are
never absorbed in the thin
sample
• Pretend that every
electron that enters at the
top emerges again at the
bottom
• and is gathered together
and recorded in the image

Most electrons
are never
scattered at all

Some, however , are
elastically scattered

IF THE INTENSITY LEAVING THE SPECIMEN
IS THE SAME AS THAT ENTERING IT,
THEN THERE WILL BE NO CONTRAST
HOWEVER, THAT IS TRUE
(WELL, ALMOST) ONLY WHEN THE
IMAGE IS PERFECTLY IN FOCUS
• Images thus are intentionally
defocused by quite a lot in order to
unmask the previously invisible
PHASE CONTRAST
• These phase-contrast images, in
turn, correspond to projections of
the object (weak scattering
approximation)

AS A CONSEQUENCE, CRYO-EM IMAGES
MUST BE TAKEN INTENTIONALLY OUT OF FOCUS!

In-focus image

Defocused image

100% phase-contrast

• In-focus images of unstained cryo-EM specimens have very
little contrast
• This is because the electron intensity remains almost “everywhere the
same” as the electron wave passes through the object
• Defocused images acquire surprisingly good contrast, however (middle)
• This is because defocusing begins to generate “phase contrast”
• But this still falls short of what is physically possible (right)

DEFOCUSED WEAK-PHASE OBJECT IMAGES THUS ARE
“CORRUPTED” 2-D PROJECTIONS
• Think of a 3-D object as being
made up of fundamental volume
elements: VOXELS

• Sum all values of the voxels in a
given 3-D column to get the
corresponding value for pixels in
the 2-D projection

• X-ray images of your teeth,
or lungs, etc. are examples
of 2-D projections

Note, however, that a single 2-D
projection-image does not uniquely
determine a 3-D object

EXPLANATION OF WHAT IS MEANT BY
“PHASE CONTRAST”
• Electrons are waves
• Matter-waves, actually
• Just as photons are electromagnetic
waves

• Each ray in a uniformly intense
wave-front, below the specimen, has
the same amplitude as before
• But the phase of each ray may now
differ from one ray to another
• The structural features encountered
in each path determine the amount
of phase shift for each ray

The wave no
longer oscillates
in synchrony at
different points
across the object

• Defocusing the image converts
the differences in phase below
the object into intensity
differences in the image

WHAT IT MEANS TO SAY THAT
THE PHASE OF THE TRANSMITTED ELECTRON
CAN DEPEND UPON WHAT IS IN ITS PATH,
EVEN THOUGH THE INTENSITY (AMPLITUDE) DOES NOT
Incident plane wave:

The wave amplitude
stays the same as
the wave passes
through the object

Schematic representation of the object

The electron wave front oscillates in synchrony
at every point within a given plane
above the specimen
Exit wave
(red line below the specimen)
The electron wave front no longer
oscillates in synchrony as it leaves the specimen

AT PRESENT, ONE MUST CORRECT
IMAGES FOR THE SYSTEMATIC ERROR
CAUSED BY THE INTENTIONAL
USE OF DEFOCUS
• The image contrast is sometimes dark
(negative on the curves to the right)
and sometimes bright (positive),
• The pattern of contrast-reversal depends
upon the value of defocus
• And upon the size-scale of features in the
object (also known as the spatial
frequency, in the Fourier transform of the
image intensity)

• The contrast nevertheless always
“goes to zero” at low spatial
frequencies, i.e. large feature size
• This is why one must use large defocus
values in order to see particles

The value of resolution increases
To the right in these curves

MORE ABOUT HOW DEFOCUSING THE IMAGES
CORRUPTS THE TRANSFERRED INFORMATION
DEFOCUSING THE IMAGE
PRODUCES A “CORRUPTED”
CONTRAST-TRANSFER
FUNCTION
• RESOLUITON-DEPENDENT
• DEFOCUS-DEPENDENT

• As the electron wave function – initially a plane
wave – passes though a protein complex, the shape
of wave-fronts – surfaces where the phase is
constant – become distorted
• This happens because the average value of the “shielded
Coulomb potential” of a protein is greater than that of the
surrounding ice

• Cryo-EM specimens are refractile “phase objects”
• Just like glass beads immersed in water (for light)

• Defocusing the image serves to partially convert
the wave-front distortions that are in the EXIT
WAVE into intensity modulations in the IMAGE
INTENSITY

IN PRINCIPLE, HOWEVER, ONE COULD OBTAIN
UNCORRUPTED IMAGES BY USING A “PHASE PLATE”
HOW THIS IS DONE IN LIGHT MICROSCOPY

•A
•B

THE VOLTA PHASE PLATE IS THE BEST
APPROXIMATION SO FAR FOR ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY
• The phase of the unscattered electron beam is
shifted by the electrostatic patch-potential that is
generated by the same beam as it irradiates a thin
carbon film

• When teaching we usually show a ray diagram like
“A”, but all commercial light microscopes is a design
like that in “B”
• The key idea is to apply a 90 ° phase shift to the
unscattered light beam, relative to light that is
scattered by the object

Danev R, Baumeister W. 2017.
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 46: 87-94

SHORTCOMINGS OF THE VOLTA PP
• Saw-tooth temporal dependence
of the phase shift
• Less/more than optimal, 90° phase
shift during much of the data
collection

• Spectral shape of the CTF at low
resolution changes with time
• CTF correction is trickier to perform

• Often introduces astigmatism and
additional high-order aberrations
at high resolution

Danev R, Tegunov D, Baumeister W. 2017. Elife 6: e23006

High-resolution performance
has not yet exceeded what can
be done with defocus-based
phase contrast

USING A LASER IS
ANOTHER THEORETICAL POSSIBLITY
A home-built system has been designed and
fabricated at Berkeley, preliminary results have
been obtained, and further development is
currently underway

The system uses a custom-designed FEI Titan with
additional relay-optics (Lorentz and Transfer lens system)

CURRENT STATUS OF THE
LASER PHASE PLATE
• First demonstration of proof of concept, but
with a phase shift still less than 40 degrees for
300 keV electrons
• The cavity has since been rebuilt with improved
mirrors
• Testing on the optical bench now results in
long-term, stable laser power that is more than
sufficient to produce a 90 degree phase shift for
300 keV electrons
• Then, one week before scheduled installation in
the electron microscope, COVID-19 ….
Schwartz, Axelrod, Campbell, Turnbaugh Glaeser,
& Muller 2019. Nature Methods 16: 1016-2020

